Hostages to face spy charges — The current Iranian foreign minister, Sadeq Ghotbzadeh, told reporters yesterday that American hostages would appear before an "international tribunal" to face spy charges. In a countermove, President Carter directed newly appointed Attorney General Benjamin Civiletti to the Hague (Netherlands) to contest Iranian charges before the International Court of Justice.

Rhodesia launches raids — An American Air Force attack on guerrilla bases in the "Patriotic Front," located in neighboring Zambia and Mozambique. Military reports stated that last Sunday's raids were launched after intelligence reports of widespread guerrilla border infiltration.

Carter approval rate up

Carter approval rate up — A Newsweek poll released yesterday indicated that public approval of President Carter has jumped from 3 percent to 6 percent in the five weeks since the Iranian crisis began.

Republican elected in Louisiana — The first Republican in over a century to be elected as Governor of Louisiana is David C. Treen, formerly a Louisiana state representative. His narrow margin of victory on Saturday was 11,400 votes.

Weather

Today should be sunny and mild, with a high in the mid-50's. Clouds will begin moving in tonight, with increasing winds and it low in around 50 tonight, with increasing winds and a low in the 40's. Winds will be from the southwest at 10-15 mph, gusting higher at random intervals.

Today should be sunny and mild, with a high in the mid-50's. Clouds will begin moving in tonight, with increasing winds and a low around 50 today. Tonight should be colder, with scattered showers, and a high in the 40's. Winds will be from the southwest at 10-15 mph, gusting higher at random intervals.

Announcements

The MIT Police are requesting assistance relative to a missing the Scan Converter. Anyone having information concerning the whereabouts of this instrument please call 253-1212.

Activities

Interactive Visual Telecommunications will create a public event called "TV-Talk." On Dec. 14 from 3:00 until 1:00, Lobby 7, the West Lounge of the Student Center, and the experimental Studio in Bldg. W 9 will be connected. The Lobby 7 and the Student Center sites will be equipped with TV cameras and monitors to enable simultaneous visual exchange. The MIT Community is invited to come and participate in various forms of communication. Participants are encouraged to bring and use visual information related to their own personal, cultural, or environmental interest. Other instant information media such as Polazone, tape recorder, radio, etc. are also suggested. The entire event will be videotaped on two simultaneous channels to be shown on the MIT Cable TV at a date in the future. Announced: Alida Tanscheft, Center for Advanced Visual Studies Fellow and coordinator for the workshop, may be called at 63-8699 for more info.

Need Extra Cash?

Try Us... We're the BIGGEST & the BEST Homemaker Agency in the State!

Earn extra cash to help meet the high cost of living while helping Elderly, Children & Disabled in their own homes. Work in your own community as many hours as you wish.

InterCity Homemaker Service, Inc.
An equal opportunity employer
Call 321-6300 * 623-5210

Program in Science, Technology and Society

New Subject Spring 1980

STS 402 Innovation and Society

Studies examples of technical change in order to illustrate the complex interplay between major technological innovations and changing patterns of life in modern industrial society. Topics for 1980: development and evolution of the automobile; the introduction of tape-controlled machine tools into the aircraft industry; the problems of social control of nuclear power.

L. Trilling with L. Mars, M. Meyer, D. Noble, E. Rothschild, M. Smith, and J. Young

Tuesday & Thursday, 1:30-3, 26-100 Hum-D-D Pending

THE JERK

A RAGS TO RICHES TO RAGS STORY.

Written by

BERNADETTE PETERS CATLIN ADAMS and JACKIE MASON

Based on the novel by STEVE MARTIN

STEV E MARTIN in

A Newsweek poll released yesterday indicated that public approval of President Carter has jumped from 3 percent to 6 percent in the five weeks since the Iranian crisis began. The first Republican in over a century to be elected as Governor of Louisiana is David C. Treen, formerly a Louisiana state representative. His narrow margin of victory on Saturday was 11,400 votes.

They don't slip or skid either. They read every single word. Nor do they use machines. Instead, they let the material they're reading determine how fast they read.

And - mark this well - they actually understand more and remember more. They read faster than when they read like you. That's right. They understand more. They remember more. They enjoy more.

This is the same course President Kennedy had his joint Chiefs of Staff take. The same one Senators and Congressmen have taken, and the same course successfully completed by thousands of persons in Boston and New England over the past 16 years.

It's seven weeks long, 2½ hours a week, with classes held regularly in Boston, and suburbs."The JAP classes are tailored to fit the January period. The classes will meet twice weekly for 3 weeks, 3 days each meeting.

A greatly reduced rate, you will receive the regular Reading Dynamics course and the nationwide return privileges.

Special class for INDEPENDENT ACTIVITIES PERIOD

Classes at 380/402 Massachusetts Avenue
(3 minute walk from Student Center!)

Outstanding Student and Faculty Group Rates

for information call 536-6380

Evelyn Wood READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE

17 ARLINGTON STREET • BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS

He was a poor black sharecropper's son who never dreamed he would be adopted.